A World of Service

BARBER ROOM: Eight chairs, experienced barbers, no waiting.

BINDERY: Theses and magazines expertly and inexpensively bound.

BOOK SPECIAL ORDERS: Any book in print can be obtained.

FILM CENTER: Special rates and rapid service for developing and prints.

FOUNTAIN PEN REPAIR: Favorite writing instruments carefully restored to new efficiency.

GASOLINE AND OIL: Your Coop's new set service allows you to charge to your Coop account auto needs purchased at Rosenthal's Texaco Station, 100 Broadway at 6th St. (Jeff Kendall Square), and the Crompton Garage, 65 Boylston St. (near Harvard Square).

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS: All subscriptions ordered at lowest rates.

OPTICIAN: Professional service conveniently located in the Book Department for quick repairs or leisurely selection.

TELEPHONE AND SQUASH RACKET RESTRINGING: Quality materials and workmanship.

TYPEWRITER REPAIR: Service and parts for all makes and models.

AND OF COURSE... COOP MEMBERS RECEIVE PATRONAGE REFUND ON THESE PURCHASES.

THE TECH COOP
IN THE M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER
60 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Mass. 02139

---

ARTICLES

VARITY HEAVIES TOP FOUR CREWS; JVs COMPLETE SWEET AT COLUMBIA

By Chuck Hottenger

The Tech heavies overpowered crews from Northeastern, Colorado, Fordham, and Iona at Orchad Beach, L.I., Saturday for their first varsity win of the season. Averaging last week's narrow loss to 10 in the season opener, the engineers held off the feisty Huskies to win by a comfortable eight-seat margin.

Columbia, however, quickly regained the run-up spot and began to pull even with the Tech boat. This time encountering steering difficulties, the Northeastern shell again Trouble in the second 500 meters and lost 6 seats to the leading MIT shell. Continuing at a fast 35, the engineers increased their margin to 6 lengths over the Huskies at the halfway mark. Northeastern, however, chased them within six seats of the Tech boat, continuing to row at 36 meters and lost 6 seats to the leading MIT shell. Following this, the Northeastern crew made another run-up effort at the halfway mark. Northeastern rowing at 35, then lost 5 lengths with a second boat scored an easy win over Northeastern's second boat.

COLUMBIA VS. TECH

By Chuck Hottenger

The Tech heavies overpowered crews from Northeastern, Colorado, Fordham, and Iona at Orchard Beach, L.I., Saturday for their first varsity win of the season. Averaging last week's narrow loss to 10 in the season opener, the engineers held off the feisty Huskies to win by a comfortable eight-seat margin.

Columbia, however, quickly regained the run-up spot and began to pull even with the Tech boat. This time encountering steering difficulties, the Northeastern shell again Trouble in the second 500 meters and lost 6 seats to the leading MIT shell. Continuing at a fast 35, the engineers increased their margin to 6 lengths over the Huskies at the halfway mark. Northeastern, however, chased them within six seats of the Tech boat, continuing to row at 36 meters and lost 6 seats to the leading MIT shell. Following this, the Northeastern crew made another run-up effort at the halfway mark. Northeastern rowing at 35, then lost 5 lengths with a second boat scored an easy win over Northeastern's second boat. The winning time for the Tech boat was 7:08.6.

COLUMBIA VS. TECH

By Chuck Hottenger

The Tech heavies overpowered crews from Northeastern, Colorado, Fordham, and Iona at Orchard Beach, L.I., Saturday for their first varsity win of the season. Averaging last week's narrow loss to 10 in the season opener, the engineers held off the feisty Huskies to win by a comfortable eight-seat margin.

Columbia, however, quickly regained the run-up spot and began to pull even with the Tech boat. This time encountering steering difficulties, the Northeastern shell again Trouble in the second 500 meters and lost 6 seats to the leading MIT shell. Continuing at a fast 35, the engineers increased their margin to 6 lengths over the Huskies at the halfway mark. Northeastern, however, chased them within six seats of the Tech boat, continuing to row at 36 meters and lost 6 seats to the leading MIT shell. Following this, the Northeastern crew made another run-up effort at the halfway mark. Northeastern rowing at 35, then lost 5 lengths with a second boat scored an easy win over Northeastern's second boat. The winning time for the Tech boat was 7:08.6.

COLUMBIA VS. TECH

By Chuck Hottenger

The Tech heavies overpowered crews from Northeastern, Colorado, Fordham, and Iona at Orchard Beach, L.I., Saturday for their first varsity win of the season. Averaging last week's narrow loss to 10 in the season opener, the engineers held off the feisty Huskies to win by a comfortable eight-seat margin.

Columbia, however, quickly regained the run-up spot and began to pull even with the Tech boat. This time encountering steering difficulties, the Northeastern shell again Trouble in the second 500 meters and lost 6 seats to the leading MIT shell. Continuing at a fast 35, the engineers increased their margin to 6 lengths over the Huskies at the halfway mark. Northeastern, however, chased them within six seats of the Tech boat, continuing to row at 36 meters and lost 6 seats to the leading MIT shell. Following this, the Northeastern crew made another run-up effort at the halfway mark. Northeastern rowing at 35, then lost 5 lengths with a second boat scored an easy win over Northeastern's second boat. The winning time for the Tech boat was 7:08.6.